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Nader raider moves into Montana
Donald Ross, a lawyer with Ralph Nader’s Public
Interest Research Group (PIRG) in Washington,
D. C., told students in a meeting at the University of
Montana journalism school yesterday that to build
a successful PIRG here they would have to ap
proach people in their own locale, talk to people on
issues that directly affect them and set up a simple
power base from which to work.
Ross, 28, who has been working with Nader’s
organization for the past two years and has co
authored a book with Nader entitled “Action for a
Change,” is touring three campuses in Montana as
a prelude to the statewide MontPIRG
organizational meeting in Bozeman tomorrow. He
will visit Montana State University in Bozeman and
Eastern Montana State College In Billings today.
“A PIRG,” Ross said, “is an action arm and
delivery system to translate student and citizen
concern into effective programs.” He added that
“the PIRG groups begin to translate issues into ac
tion. They are the first step in greater citizen in
volvement.”
To become really effective, he said, one has to
talk to people about issues that affect them in their
own locality. One cannot expect to talk to a miner
about the war in Southeast Asia and be effective, he
added. One has to talk to him about mine safety.
The same thing goes with a shopper, he con
tinued. One has to talk to him about consumer af
fairs, or to a farmer about wheat prices, or to a city
dweller about property taxes.
Public apathy is probably one of the hardest
problems a new organization has to fight, he said.
Ross said three basic ways of thinking develop
when a new group is being formed. There are the
people who don’t care, people who want to destroy
the system and people who still believe, in spite of
the problems, that areas exist which can be saved.

Of the three groups, he added, the last show the
most promise.
“This doesn’t preclude changing the system,” he
said, “but you have to change the system effec
tively, rationally, and non-violently.”
Three suggestions to form the new PIRG were
offered by the national organizer.
“First,” he said, “you have to have people who
are neat appearing; long hair and beards create an
adverse effect. Secondly, you must have com
mitted people who are willing to put on a suit and tie
and go out to talk with community organizations
and state agencies. Third, you have to design a sim
ple power structure of basic goals and laws to work
from.”
People would be amazed, he said, at the amount
of change that can be made by a small group of
dedicated people. As an example, he cited his
Washington, D.C., office which employs only 33
people and is “smaller than a Chevrolet
dealership.”
According to Ross, 10 other PIRGs’ across the
nation have begun to organize and will begin
operation this fall.
UM will join this group if the Board of Regents
agrees to allow the collection of a $1per student fee
during Fall Quarter registration.
Not all the PIRG groups have been allowed to
form, he said. The PIRG at Southern Illinois
University fhiled in 1971. The Indiana Board of
Regents rejected requests for the fee collection; GETTING a hair cut and a shave are the first steps to PIRG success,
Notre Dame’s request to start a PIRG was turned says Nader man Donald Ross. (Montana Kaimin photo by Tom Lev
down in the same ruling, but the movement is no)
recognized, he added.
Citizens have a right and a duty to participate in
government, he continued, and PIRG’s open an
avenue that allows them to become involved.
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Sex ‘diversity’ cause of epidem ic
Syphilis is reaching epidemic
proportions in the United States
because of the current
“diversity” in types of sexual
acts, Black Week speaker Leroi
Boldon told a group of about 40in
the University Center Montana
Rooms last night.
A veterinarian from San Jose,
Calif., Boldon teaches at the San
Jose Medical School.
Boldon said syphilis is hard to
control, primarily because it has
no specific symptoms. He said
although it will first appear as a
non-healing sore, the modern
diversity of sexual acts makes it
hard to tell a syphilitic sore from
other sores. He said the sore
appears at the “point of sexual
contact.”
“People are not satisfied with
old-fashioned sex,” he said, ad
ding, “it’s getting so syphilis
sores on the mouth and fingers
are common.” Boldon said he
was waiting for someone to show
up with a sore on the toe.
Boldon explained that since
syphilis attacks internal organs,
a patient may show symptoms of
a disease like a kidney infection,
but really have syphilis.
Boldon said the best way to

detect the external syphilis sores
is to have a “total body check”
but said that people have a
medieval fear of acknowledging
the disease.
Boldon stressed that syphilis is
no longer a lower-class disease.
He suggested that the best way to

Leroi Boldon

control the current epidemic is to
teach people that it is “just a
disease” and can be easily cured
if detected in its early stages.
Boldon attributed the lack of con
trol to a public embarrassment
about syphilis.
Boldon said three stages of

syphilis exist. He showed color
slides of the stages. He said the
stages are as follows.
• Primary; Anon-healing sore
usually appears after 10 to 90
days. The primary stage is the
best time for treatment.
• Secondary: Syphilis
bacteria enters the bloodstream
and can cause a rash on the body;
the hair can fall out in patches at
this stage.
• Tertiary: This is the final
stage of syphilis. Internal
organs, eyes and skin erode; the
bones can soften and teeth
become “notched.” Patients
may still be cured at the tertiary
stage, but physical damage Is
permanent.
Boldon said syphilis can be
passed from a mother to her
baby. He said symptoms in the
child may not appear for up to 30
years.
Black Week continues through
tomorrow. Scheduled for today is
a speaker, Louis Smith, of Los
Angeles at 7 p.m. in UC 360and a
dance in the Newman Center
following Smith’s talk. Saturday
scenes from “Porgy and Bess”
will be presented at 8 p.m. in the
UC Mall.

Citizens against Asia war
to march in military parade
A group of people opposed to the Vietnam War will march behind
military units participating in tomorrow’s Armed Forces Day
Parade in downtown Missoula.
The protest was organized last night by a group of about 35people,
most of them University of Montana students. Last night’s meeting
was called by Bill Colvin, freshman in general studies.
Colvin said protesters will wear parts of military uniforms and cos
tumes and will distribute antiwar pamphlets to people along the
parade route.
Demonstrators will meet tomorrow morning at 10:30 In the park
ing lot across from the old Northern Pacific locomotive at the corner
of Railroad Street and Higgins Avenue. The parade will begin about
11:15 a.m. at the railroad station and proceed south on Higgins
Avenue.
After the parade, protesters will meet in the University Center
Mall to arrange transportation to Fort Missoula, where, Colvin said,
the group will continue its antiwar pamphleteering at a public
demonstration of military hardware.
The “counter-parade” and pamphleteering at Fort Missoula are
part of what Colvin said are long-range plans for “continuing visible
opposition to theVietnam War.”

TOSRV WEST bicycle tour
to Swan Lake begins tomorrow

Bicycle enthusiasts may look
forward to sunny skies for their
two-day, 217-mile Swan River
Valley tour, which begins
tomorrow at Bonner Park.
The tour of the Swan River
Valley, known as TOSRVWEST,
was christened last year. It was
modeled after the tour of the
Scioto River Valley of Ohio. This
year, the 11th anniversary of that
tour, 2,200 riders traveled from
Columbus, Ohio, to Portsmouth,
Ohio, on a 210-mile bike tour.
Montana’s TOSRV tour boasts
240 registered participants from
15states. Several riders are com
ing from as far away as New
Hampshire, Dan Burden,
originator of the tour, said.
A California couple, Fay and
Pete Schantz, have built a
tandem bike to celebrate their
25th wedding anniversary by
touring the Swan River Valley.
Burden’s wife, Lyssie, said a
serviceman, currently serving in
Vietnam, was unable to get leave
to participate on the tour. The
serviceman rode in the tour last
year.
Riders leave tomorrow at 7
THIS “USED CARPARKING LOT” used to be on the side of the river—now it’s in the river. The cars are a.m. from Bonner Park. They
located on the south side of the ClarkFork which was reported to be at the 9.7 foot level yesterday morning. will travel a total of 105miles the
Weather Bureau officials said they expect the river to be leveling off “in the next few days.” (Montana first day. They ride along Route
Kaimin photo Tom Levno )
200 to Clearwater Junction and

then take Route 209to Swan Lake
where they will spend the night.
The riders return Sunday follow
ing Route 35 along the east side of
Flathead Lake and U.S. 93.
Twenty people will man food
stops along the way. Amid-morn
ing snack will be served at the en
trance to the Lubrecht Forest,
with lunch and an afternoon
snack served at other stops on the
road. At Swan Lake the riders
will be served dinner.
Signs will be used along the
highways to warn motorists that
bicyclists will be using the route.
Trucks will follow groups of
riders to make the tour as safe as
possible.
This 217-mile tour will be
considered a practice exercise
for the Burdens. They and three
other people leave May 28 for
Alaska, their starting point for a
two-year, 20,000-mile bicycle
tour across the United States,
Central America and South
America.

Outline correction
The Montana Kaimin yesterday
referred incorrectly In a page 4
cutline to the “late J. K.
Ralston.” He is, in fact, alive and
well.

GOOD CURRY

editorial, letters

Our congratulations and appreciation to Associate Geology
Professor Robert Curry, who stood in front of the Washington
State Board of Natural Resources in Olympia recently and
told them one reason the state’s environment was being Thanks, dronettes
killed:
Editor: The purpose of the institution of a university is to promote the
"Your state’s practices are among the most imprudent in growth of the individual—socially as well as academically. This requires
the nation and their bases among the least sound. You cannot interaction between the faculty and the students, and especially among the
themselves. To thelatter I address my protest.
afford the possible consequences of more decades of mis students
As a major aspect of an anthropological research problem, I devised a brief
management of your forest lands.”
questionnaire regarding ethnic settlement patterns in Montana. Jesse Hall
According to the Seattle Post-Intelligencer, Curry blamed was chosen as representing a good cross-section of Montana families. Over
questionnaires were distributed with the “full” cooperation of the RA’s, as
forest road building, clearcutting and complacency by 200
well as the head resident. 16 were returned. Of the 16, some were from
schools of forestry for the destruction.
personal friends. Needless to say, it was hardly worth the effort.
If It seems clear that students are not willing to help a fellow student, and
His remarks drew no applause from the audience of
believing
student interaction is vital to this university, than I have made my
loggers, forestry professors and state foresters.
point. To the lethargic masses of this university, and to the apathetic
We quote the Post-Intelligencer:
dronettes fo Jesse Hall In particular: Thanks'.
“Most infuriating to his audience, judging by the response, CHRIS KLIEGER senior, anthropology
was Curry’s assertion about the UW forestry school:
“ ‘I have heard academic foresters from coast to coast say W allace editorial backed
that if you want to learn about commercial timber production Editor: Concerning your editorial, “George and Richard.” Your editorial
what you wanted to say without fear of official reprisal which is good.
go to the University or Oregon State, but if you want to learn said
It created stimulation of student concern which Is better.
about sound foresty, go elsewhere.’ ”
It may cause thought backing up tangible political action (votes) which Is
Perhaps what UW, OSU and the University of Montana beautiful.
acutely needs is more academians like Curry; ones not afraid JEAN KIPP freshman, psychology
to espouse their findings in the direct, most beneficial way.
C. Yunker No right

TO ONE S PEERS’—
Letter to the the Editor, Thursday, May 18:
Editor: We as journalism students are appalled by your editorial statement
saying, “George Wallace, running a strong third in the presidential race, gets
gunned down. Which is bad. Then doctors say he’ll live through it. That’s
worse.”
The statement represents the worst type of unethical journalistic practices
which we as journalists abhor.
Such statements destroy the professional integrity which journalists must
seek to promote.
CAROL VAN VALKENBURG senior, journalism; JOHN PAXSON senior, jour
nalism; VIVIAN TODHUNTER senior, journalism; CHRIS COBURN senior
journalism; BART RAYNIAK senior, journalism; CATHERINE ASTLE senior,
journalism; BILL CAPPS junior, journalism; JACK TANNER senior, jour
nalism, history/political science; MARY CALLEN junior, journalism, history/
political science; S. JOHN PASTORINO senior, journalism; DEE McNAMER
senior, journalism; LINDA WINSLOW junior, journalism; PEGGY KUHR
junior, journalism, French; BILL VAUGHN senior, journalism, anthropology;
MIKE PANE senior,Journalism, English; RONNENE ANDERSON junior, jour
nalism; JANE ANDERSON sophomore, journalism; JENNIFER O’LOUGHLIN
junior, journalism, history; DAVID KAUDY senior, journalism; MARY ANN
JOHNSON sophomore, journalism; DONALD A. BLOOM junior, journalism
MARJE BENNETTS junior, journalism; JACKI-joan ROTTLE junior, jour
nalism; CARL HANSEN sophomore, journalism; GORDON LEMON senior,
journalism; JOE FRANK PURCELL senior, journalism; NOEL LARRIVEE
senior, journalism; MARY WEBSTER junior, journalism; LESLIE HALLOWELL
junior, journalism; CINDY SAMUELSON junior, journalism; >DIANNE LAFRANCOIS sophomore, journalism; BOB HENSLER graduate student, jour
nalism; DANA SMITH junior, journalism; CONNIE KAPUS senior, journalism,
political science; BILL BLAKE senior, journalism; DON LARSON senior, jour
nalism; RICH BANGS senior, journalism; ALBERT CHANEY graduate stu
dent, journalism; GEORGE GUNTERMANN senior, journalism.

•Some 39 of you bandwagoned a letter to me yesterday deplor
ing my editorial statement that it’s bad George Wallace got
gunned down and worse that he’s still alive. You wrote this
“represents the worst type of unethical journalistic practices
which we as journalists abhor.”
You bewilder me. I hesitate to see your point, because I
don’t want to believe you advocate the silencing of carefullythought, logical opinion. Is it unethical to print ideas, as silly
or illogical as they may or may not be? Is it unethical to print
unpopular opinion—or opinion which a great many believe but
few have the fortitude to articulate?
But as the editor I am, the journalist I try to be, I am forced
to look at the obvious, as unpleasant as it is: you advocate the
censorship of an idea you don’t agree with.
Then, to add more sin to the already insurmountable mound
of professional weakness and shame you parade under the
banner of a nonexistent “professional integrity,” you call
yourselves “journalists.”
You have the audacity to indulge in the Agnewesque tan
trum you did and at the same time engage in the activities you
do:
• At least six of you work for Information Services, pum
ping out immense loads of public relation drivel and
University-oriented trash every day.
• A great many of you are engaged in advertising or public
relations work or hope for the same after graduation.
• At least one of you is an admitted thief.
But what makes your letter totally ludicrous is that you
allowed Bill Vaughn to sign it. During the recent occupation of
the ROTC offices, Vaughn verbally hassled a Montana
Kaimin photographer and suggested he surrender his film,
apparently not wanting any adverse coverage or iden
tification of the demonstraters. That Vaughn can later align
himself with any sort of journalistic integrity or ethic proves
him to be a liar and a hypocrite. That you condone his
signature proves you to be his morally-bastard brothers and
sisters.
The inaccurate, intellectual foppery of terming yourselves
journalists is absurd. H. L. Mencken, Joseph Pulitzer and
Dean A. L. Stone were journalists; you are no more
journalists than a first-aid student is a doctor.
Your cries for a wounded professional integrity mean noth
ing to me, as you have none—just as the businesses you hope to
enter contain no moral or ethical justice.
That you cohsider yourselves capable of judging the
worthiness of another’s opinions relates an insane delusion of
competence, rationality and self-centered, non-professional
pride.
C. Yunker

Editor: I write this letter to pose a small question to you in regards to your
editorial of May 17, “Peace by Mail.” I question your right to take a satirical
stand on a moral issue for which your closest attempt at constructive
criticism is to “forget the whole thing.” Really, Mr. Yunker, either your
brand of inane humor eludes me or your editorials (were they ever to be
taken seriously must only serve as a sad joke). I caution you to take a closer
look at your position as both Editor of the Montana Kaimin and as an
“educated” spokesman for the student populace. Perhaps your current faut
pas (sic) can be taken as a prime example of the depths to which our pseudo
education can so easily fall. Such displays of rash thoughtlessness can only
serve as a source of embarrassmtnt for all of us.
CONNIE RUMMEL sophomore, art, French

Journalism students hypocrites
Editor: As former journalism students, we are disgusted by the 30-odd
journalism students’ letter of protest in yesterday’s Montana Kaimin.
It is hypocritical for journalism students to protest the editorial concerning
the gunning down of George Wallace and Yunker’s specific statement
coneming that event: “George Wallace, running a strong third in the
presidential race, gets gunned down. Which is bad. Then doctors say he’ll live
through it. That’s worse.”
It is the Editor’s place to say what he thinks on the newspaper’s editorial
page. Yunker’s is a brutal statement, but how does it represent “the worst
type of unethical journalistic practices” for him to tell the truth as he sees it?
Two different ethical constructs are in operation here, one personal and the
other journalistic. Yunker’s was an emotional response. The journalism
students’ is, too; but they are hiding behind their bullshit statement of
“unethical journalistic practices.” Where is there in any written or unwritten
journalistic code of ethics that says one cannotwish a than or cause dead in an
editorial?
•
.
The journalism students should be criticizing Yunker on a personal basis
not hiding behind some alleged system of journalism ethics.
BARBARA EHRLICH MELICHAR graduate, journalism
SHARON SPECK senior, history

Call Bruce
BONDS ARE COOL
549-5601
Anderson Bonding, Agent

(Licensed)
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Protest statement
Antiwar activity should confine itself to within the bounds of the law. The
repercussions that could result in trying to end the war using methods which
involve going beyond the law may be harmful.
Laws are in theory to protect people from hurting themselves. If antiwar
people begin breaking laws to help end the war and aren't punished according
to the law for doing so, they will be establishing a precedent, or breach, in the
law. It might be a breach which recommends or condones the breaking of
laws in order to cause change that any faction, ethnic group, or Institution
could take advantage of.
A hypothetical case of this could be that if antiwar people began blowing up
munitions factories it might be in some way effective to the ending of the war.
But if this were tolerated In any way a precedent or flaw in the law would be
made. It would appear inviting for an Institution such as big business to
engage in similar tactics in dealing with ecology groups which are subversive
to them, blowing up buildings used to organize ecological activity.
The example is extreme, but the idea that breaching the law to help end the
war may result in establishing a strong moving force of precedence which
condones the breaking of laws to cause change, may be true. It could apply to
minor illegal activities such as writing "end the war” on paper currency, the
repercussion possibly being “Jesus is coming” or "Fords ride smooth” being
stamped on all currency.
The laws are there to keep people from doing harm to each other. If it is con
doned to break laws in order to instigate good change than law will havellttle
value or emphasis. Laws might be broken in order to allow Bell Telephone to
rule the country.
Some people have begun to organize and execute illegal activities to combat
the war. They are doing this when there hasn’t yet been extensive legal action
taken to apply pressure against the war. More activity in boycotting,
propaganda and manipulation of the media, demonstrations, and politics are
a few activities which haven’t been taken advantage of throughly as tactics of
pressure.
JOHN LACKLEN sophomore, Round River
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comment
ATTENTAT IN MARYLAND
EDITOR’S NOTE: This piece was however, I do fear reprisals from the
submitted with the written comment, right. So I respectfully and frus”1 wish this could he signed, tratingly remain anonymous/’

STEPS FOR PEACE
By David VanDyke, campus pastor
The shooting of George Wallace has brought consternation and dismay to all
men of good will, and especially to presidential aspirants and other public
personages. Crowd-mingling and hand-shaking as part of the campaign
process are being called into question. It seems that those who would stepout
in front to lead the country must live more and more dangerously.
But let these leaders reflect that for any one of them who may be
threatened, hundreds of American and Asian lives are rubbed out each day by
impassioned men with guns and by passionless machines. Let the leaders
note some stimuli to violence: that racism and bigotry symbolized by Wallace
himself, who is merely the'latest in a slong series of victims.
Philip Slater, in The Pursuit of Loneliness, has a chapter called "Kill Anyth
ing That Moves,” where he describes what he calls the “toilet assumption”
within the American psyche, which is a strong inclination to flush away, rub
out or gun down any distasteful problem or person with whom we violently
disagree. Slater writes:
" ... Is it not true that the leaders of a nation set the tone and style for lesser
men? And if the leaders cannot abstain from the perpetration of violence and
brutality who will be able to? . . .
“What most disturbs thoughtful Americans about Vietnam is the
prevalence of genocidal thought patterns in our approach to the conflict...
‘rooting out the infrastructure,' for example, means essentially that you no
longer kill only soldiers carrying weapons, but every civilian who might be
related to or sympathetic to those soliders. Since in a civil war there is no way
of telling this at a glance, it comes to mean killing everyone in a specified
area.. .
“For us the body count has become an end in itself: each day we tally how
many killings we have achieved (ignoring, in the process, how many enemies
we have engendered among the neutral living). The implicit assumption of
the enemy-fatality statisitics is ‘so many today, so many tomorrow, and one
day we will have killed all the Communists in the world and will live happily
ever after. ’This transfer of killing from a means to an end in itself constitutes
a practical definition of genocide. Defoliation, napalm, and cluster bombs are
designed to exterminate a population, not to win ground, liberate, convert, or
pacify."
Let the United States Air Force, then, desist from genocide. Let the police
forces of this nation point the way to the nonviolent resolution of conflicts. And
hearty congratulation, at this point, to Chief Gil Hansen and his force for the
restraint, good sense and skill which they displayed during protest activities
last week.
I would endorse strict gun control nationwde. It has worked well in other ad
vanced countris such as Japan. Let the government round up surplus
weapons, paying a premium price for each one, and then destroying the whole
lot.
Our recent study tour of a Hutterite colony in central Montana suggests that
the American people may have important things to learn from this fas
cinating ethinic-ethnic-religious minority group. Through centuries of
harrassment and persecution, the Hutterites have maintained a commitment
to non-violence. They steadfastly oppose participation in war. Again, the
Hutterites have “mastered” technology in a way that few of us cold imagine,
by rigouously excluding all forms of technology that seemed inimacable-to
their chosen style of life. The Hutterites exemplify not a mindless withdrawal
from the world, but a selective utilization of the most up-to-date agricultural
technology as a highly effective survival device.
Much remains to be said about the Hutterite movement. Few if any of us
would ever want to Join such a community. Nevertheless, the Hutterite com
mitment to nonviolence and to disciplined cooperation, and their mastery of
technology provide worthwhile signposts for everyone who is concerned
about human survival and well-being.

TRADING YOUR PRESENT

Much has been said and much, much
more will be said about the shooting
of George Wallace, but for Just a
moment I would like to turn some
attention to the 21-year-old accused
assassin, Arthur Bremer.
Already in the newspapers they
have mentioned thedeath penalty, he
was “roughed up pretty badly” at
the shopping center, and Nixon calls
his act “senseless and tragic.” So is
that it, America purges itself of all
blame by crying for Bremer’s
blood? If so, then the tragedy is
double and it truly does become
senseless. So I write this to try and
understand something of this young
man’s action. To do this I must as
sume it is not senseless, it is
meaningful, and through it I may
come to grips with the violence that
infects the heart of us all.
There is a word which may help us
begin to understand the shooting, it is
attentat; which means an act of
political assassination. Another as
sassin once wrote, “In truth, murder
and attentat are to me opposite
terms. To remove a tyrant is an act of
liberation, the giving of life and op
portunity to an oppressed people.
At another time and place Emma
Goldman tried to explain a similar
attentat to the American people; “...
men of this type far from being
depraved creatures of low instincts
are in reality supersensitive beings
unable to bear up under too great
social stress. They are driven to some
violent expression, even at the
sacrifice of their own lives, because
they cannot supinely witness the
misery and suffering of their fellows.
The blame for such acts must be
laid at the door of those who are res
ponsible for the injustice and
inhumanity which dominate the
world.” We are the people res
ponsible. We cannot dismiss Bremer

BUY NOW

•

as some psychopath, we must instead
open ourselves to the catalyst of his
act and attempt to draw from it as
much awareness of our violence and
hatred as we can.
I feel these are some of the things
that Bremer tried to make us see in
his frustrated, desparate manner.
His act was far from senseless or
blind—senselessness and blindness
are on our side. George Wallace has
oppressed and dehumanized people
in Alabama for long enough. He has
flagrantly defied the spirit and letter
of the Civil Rights Act. He has stood
in the doorway of a university and

barred a brilliant young man from
entering for no more reason than the
color of his skin. Senselessness is no
stranger to him.
While I sorrow at any man being
shot, in this case my heart goes out to
that beaten, lonely, desparate young
man who tried to speak out and break
the bonds of tyranny. We must hear,
for it is our violence that knocks at the
door. And let us not lose ourselves to
an orgy of self-rig h teo u s
punishment.” For “punishment” is
what revenge calls itself; with a
hypocritical lie it creates a good
conscience
for
i t s e l f. ”
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RAFT SALE
Best Quality Rafts
in Town!
2 MAN
Only

W e Can Prove It!

4 MAN
Only

W E CAN TELL YOU
W H A T IT'S W O R T H
You’ll find this information helpful
when you deal for that new car.
Just call us or drop by the office.
And be sure to ask about our lowcost auto loan package while you’re
at it.

FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
800 East Beckwith
Phone: 243-2331

6 MAN
Only

Rental Rates
2 man------------------------ $5 perday
4 man------------------------ $7 perday
6 man_____________$9 per day
RENTAL APPLIES TO PURCHASE

fttff'jH E N T A l
2105 Stephens

Ph. 549-1981

ACROSS FROM THE BIG SLIDE
BRING THIS AD FOR FREE PADDLES

•fe Certified by B.I.A.
(Boating Industries
Association) for load
capacity
Made of Neoprene
Outlasts rubber
■fr Financed by
Master Charge or
BankAmericard
•jJr Bought directly from
Importer. You pay less!

Toole lauds separate board of regents
proposed under new Constitution
education free from unnecessary
bureaucratic and political interference is
important not only to a healthy academic
One of the fundamental components of the atmosphere but also to the administrative
proposed new state constitution for efficiency of the system of higher
education is a separate board of regents of education.
higher education. Higher education is fun The power to coordinate and operate the
damentally different from public school system of higher education is one which
education—in goals, curriculum, finan belongs properly to an informee board of
cing, control, and operation—and it must regents who have the knowledge and
be administered accordingly. There is ability to determine rationally the course
very little in common between the public of higher education.
school system and higher education, other In the future there is one point that
than a shared need to provide a smooth colleges
and universities will need to make
transition for students between the two to the public and its elected represen
systems.
tatives very persuasively. This Is simply
Arecognition of the particular needs and that the goal of efficiency in higher
problems of higher education has led all education can be realized without
but two states to establish separate state noneducational officials intervening In the
governing boards for higher education. fiscal affairs of colleges and universities.
Montana and Idaho remain the only two Two factors in particular add to the ef
states which retain a single board for both ficiency of a university system which is
public schools and the university system. relatively free to control its own affairs:
Major studies of education in Montana long-range planning and administrative
have recommended the creation of two decentralization. There is a clear need for
separate boards. The Durham Report on a strong board of regents to make longhigher education, for instance, described range plans which are appropriate to the
the difficulties of a state board which was needs of higher education and free from
unable to deal satisfactorily with both short-term political whims.
areas of education. As a result of the Under the proposed system the board of
recommendations of the Durham Report, regents would submit a unified budget to
the legislature passed a law which divided the legislature for action. Competition for
the board into two parts, one of which sits funds which now occurs in the legislative
as the state board of education, and one of halls would be resolved in advance by the
which sits as theex-officioboard of regents. board, which would have in mind a broad
This name-shuffling, however, has done lit view of higher education.
tle to alleviate the difficulty inherent in a Similarly, the board would be in a
position with knowledge and authority to
dualistic board.
In addition to administrative questions, eliminate wasteful duplication of courses
another fundamental reason exists for the and other endeavors which now drain
establishment of a separate board of university funds. Academic and ad
regents of higher education. Higher ministrative time which is nowwasted in a
education is not simply another state multi-level budgeting process would be
service; the administrative structure of spared. Hard decisions concerning direc
higher education cannot be considered an tion and operation of the entire university
ordinary state agency. The unique system could be made Intelligently and ob
character of the college and university jectively by such a board.
stands apart from the business-as-usual of With these considerations in mind, the
the state. Higher learning and research is a new constitution developed the proposal
sensitive area which requires a particular for a board of regents of higher education
kind of protection not matched in other ad embodied in Section 11. The proposed
board would fulfull the requirements for
ministrative functions of the state.
A landmark study of the condition of the specialization, freedom, and efficiency
American university conducted in the late described above. The board would be
1950’s under the chairmanship of Dr. charged with the function of controlling the
Milton Eisenhower under a Ford Foun academic, financial, and administrative
dation grant. The study describes a series affairs of the Montana university system.
of creeping controls on university systems The board of regents is also granted
which have appeared in recent years supervising and coordinating powers over
across the country. It warns that, “strict” other institutions of higher education as
adherence by institutions of higher learn may be assigned by law. This distinction
ing to a bewildering array of centralized between board powers with respect to the
bureaucratic controls will ultimately en university system and other institutions of
danger the academic as well as the ad higher education is of particular im
portance tocommunity colleges, which are
ministrative freedom of the college.
Among the sources of growing controls presently controlled by local boards. The
which Increasingly impinge on universities language leaves flexibility to the
are state budget offices, state auditors, legislature to respond to future
comptrollers, purchasing departments, developments in higher education. The
personnel offices, central building agen membership and terms of the board are
cies, and a variety of older forms of con identical to those of the board of public
trol, such as legislative riders, which are education; however, in contrast to the
being used in new ways to affect colleges lower board of regents, the board of
The study concludes that the regents is authorized to appoint its own ex
maintainance of the system of higher ecutive officer.
By John Toole

Special to the Montana Kaimin

Marcuse laments revolutionary ‘defeatism’
By Bob Hensler
Montana Kaimin Reporter

Philosopher-Marxist Herbert Marcuse
lamented last month the loss of
revolutionary spirit among the nation’s
young people In a talk at the University of
San Francisco, a bay area Catholic school.
Marcuse told a student audience of 1,500,
according to the San Francisco Chronicle,
“I see widespread defeatism, cynicism, es
capism and even in some cases a return to
the lap of the establishment.”
He said “there has been a flight to
personal, private liberation . . . a
movement toward individual or smallgroup therapy.. .”
He reminded the audience of Freud’s
remark that a revolutionary is the last
person who needs therapy.
Marcuse called this trend “an insult to
the students who were killed at Kent State’’
and not justified by the facts, the Chronicle
reported.
“The radical change in public opinion
about the war in Vietnam is 90per cent due
to the student movement,” Marcuse
delcared.
He called on students, workers and
minority groups to unite in a drive to
change the social order in America.

“It’s called the consumer society, but it’s
really organized for the producer,” he
said. “The competitive economic growth of
this country consists in even-greater
pollution and violation of nature.
“It condemns people to work for the
status quo at a point in history when for the
first time men and women could work for a
better world for all.”
Turning to education, Marcuse said:
“The primary task is still education with
emphasis not only on vocational training in
the hard sciences but on the humanities
and the social sciences that have been dis
criminated against.”
He declared, “I reject flatly the
argument that universities should be des
troyed because they are pillars of the es
tablishment.
“You can still learn what you need to
learn In the universities. One doesn’t cut off
the branch on which one is sitting.”
He had this to say about terrorism as a
tool of revolution, the Chronicle reported:
‘‘Terror is effective only if exercised by the
group in in power. Hitler and others
demonstrated that.”
Marcuse is a professor of philosophy at
the University of California, San Diego.
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Wheeler seeks senate seat,
reform of government spending
Norman Wheeler, a maverick
Republican out to secure his
party’s nomination to the U.S.
Senate, advocates a tough
crackdown on government spen
ding.
“My primary argument with
the Nixon Administration is its
total lack of fiscal responsibility
since the hiring of that tin-horn
Texan,” Wheeler told the Mon
tana Kaimin, referring to former
Secretary of the Treasury John
Connally.
“He threw this country into its
biggest peace-time debt yet,” he
continued.
Wheeler, who is from
Bozeman, resigned his position
as state director of the Farmers’
Home Administration, a federal
agricultural loan organization,
last month to run for the senate.
Although appointed to the
directorship by Nixon, one of the
reasons he resigned is his
disagreem ent with the
President’s economic policies,
Wheeler said.
"The wage-price freeze has
become a total and complete flop
due to the irresponsibility of the
bureaucracy under the Nixon Ad
ministration,” Wheeler charged.
Wheeler said he was so upset
over the freeze on the
workingman’s wages, while the
salary of bureaucratics kept
climbing, he asked the
government for a pay cut.
“The workingman is getting
his back broken by taxes, and he
is not going to pay anymore taxes
without reform,” Wheeler
claimed.
Wheeler said he favored
government loans to industries to
help relieve the cost of pollution-

control devices.
Wheeler accused the man he is
trying tooust, Sen. Lee Metcalf, a
Democrat, of not representing
the people of Montana.
“After 12trips to Washington, I
could only see Metcalf for 10
minutes,” he said.
In keeping with Wheeler’s dis
taste for fat-cats, he said would
accept only campaign con
tributions of $50 and under.

KUFM schedule
88.1 mhz
4-5:30 p.m .____popular music
5:30-7:30 p.m._______ classical
music
7:30-8:30 p .m .___ infomation
and news block
8:30-9 p.m. ________ comedy
9 p.m.-12 a.m ._____ i__ soul
SATURDAY
12 p.m.-4 pjn. ___ Metropolitan
opera
4 p.m.-12 a j n .___ heavy rock
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acculturation
Film

Gallery

• The Godfather. Problems
and their solutions in an Italian
“family.” (‘R’ Fox)
• The Last Picture Show.
Growing up and growing old in a
small, dying Texas town. (‘R’
Roxy)
• Skin Game. The slave trade
in the old West with comedy
overtones. (‘PG’ State)
• Let’s Scare Jessica to Death.
Only if you don’t have anything
better to do. (‘PG’ State)
• Mark of the Devil. Witches,
costumes and gore. (‘R’ Wilma)
•. Shaft. The mob wanted
Harlem back. They got Shaft.
Friday and Saturday only. (‘R’
Wilma)
• Bigfoot and Creatures the
World Forgot. Friday and Satur
day only (‘PG’ Go-West)
• The Wild One. Marlon
Brando in one of his earliest
roles. A far cry from the head of
an Italian family. Produced in
1953, Lee Marvin co-stars.
Crystal Theater, 515 S. Higgins
tonight through Sunday, 8 and
9:30 p.m. Cost, 99 cents.

• Magic Mushroom: Woodcut by Edith Freeman and pain
tings by Oscar Anderson.
• Rosenblum Gallery: Tur
quoise and silver earrings and
necklaces by Earl Eder and
hand-made knives by John
Burbank.
• Art Attic: Pottery by Pail
Lewing will be displayed starting
Monday.
• Turner Hall Agnes Ortiz’s
blaster thesis in American In
dian Arts.

Double Buy Power
from

"fattM•<0u*ry

Save-On
M o b ile H om es

Hwy. 10W
720-1207
A t Th« C andy Striped Poles

Hwy. 10W

720-2200

New 12 & 14 Wide
(Just In)

Black Week
Black Week events for today and
tonorrow are as follows:
• Louis Smith, president Shiandana Toys and “Operation
Bootstrap” in Los Angeles. 7
p.m. UC360-F, Friday.
• “Disc Jockey Set” dance,
Newman Center, after Smith’s
talk.
• Scenes from “Porgy and
Bess,” Saturday, 8 p.m., UC
Mall.

Veterans Welcome
(You can qualify for a loan under the G.I. Bill)
•
•
•
•
•

Broadmore
Fleetwood
Barrington
Glenbrook
Swinger

•
•
•
•

Accent
New Moon
Champion
Rideau

•
•
•
•

Gentry
Columbia
Brighton
Vantage
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KENWOOD

K S -5 0 5 P
FET■ 1C■ 60 WATT• FM/AM
STEREOCOMPACT
KENWOOD wins the music lover's heart
with this unbeatable new stereo delight!
Everything from the excellent FM/AM
stereo receiver with its all silicon tran
sistor amplifier and fine FET, 1C tuner
...to the high-quality PE Turntable.
SPECIAL FEATURES Receiver: 1C FM IF
Stages and Wide Band Ratio Detector
provide Alternate Channel selectivity
and freedom from noise and interfer
ence ■ FET Front End for superior sensi
tivity ■ all-silicon Transistor Amplifier

provides wide frequency response ■
attractive “ Luminous Dial" switches on
from opaque to bright blue/green ■
large Tuning Meter and FM Stereo Indi
cator ■ Lever-action Switches regulate
Loudness Control. Noise Filter, Tape
Monitor and Stereo/Mono Mode ■ Out
put Terminals for 2 sets of Stereo Speak
ers and Front Panel 4-way Selector
Switch (Main Speakers, Remote Speak
ers, Both Speakers, Headphones) ■
Front Panel Headphone Jack.
Turntable: High-quality PE 2010 Auto
matic Turntable featuring Girder-design
co un ter balanced Tone-arm, Cue
Control, variable Pitch Control ■ highcompliance PICKERING V-15'AT-3
Micro-magnetic Cartridge with Diamond
Stylus and Dustamatic Brush.

$250

NOTHING DOWN-ONLY $10.00 PER MONTH
(See Important Information Below)
AND

2204 Regent

SPEAKERS OPTIONAL
Reg.$299.95

APPLIANCE
728-3800

Rattlesnake Lakes
area termed scenic
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By Connie Niemeyer
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Next to Wilma Theatre

Montana Kaimin Reporter
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Where University Students Get a 10% Discount
On All Darkroom Supplies
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POSITIVELY LAST 5 DAYS!

“A MASTERPIECE!”
- P A U L D. Z IM M E R M A N , Newsweek

LAST
COLUMBIA PICTURES P re se n ts
A B B S PRODUCTION
• i

_____ _ !

„

Best American Film in Three Decades!
Triple Award Winner, New York Film Critics!
Grand Prize Winner, New York Film Festival!
2 MAJOR ACADEMY AWARDS!
OPEN 6:45 P.M.
“The Last Picture Show”
at 7:10 and 9:30.

m

R O X Y
Phone 549-8101

PORTABLE PACKS
On Sale at the BOOKSTORE
RAINIER TRUCKIN’ CORPS PACKS
•
•
•
•

Reg.

Side Pockets
Belt
Adjustable Nylon Backs
Waterproof

N O W $y50
UM
BOOKSTORE

The Rattlesnake Lakes area
north of Missoula is one of the
most scenic areas found close to
Missoula for backpacking, ac
cording according to Howard
Newman, forestry school
graduate student, who has been
doingextensive study in the area.
Newman said that some of the
13 lakes in the Rattlesnake
drainage have fish, although
Rattlesnake Creek lstelf is closed
to fishing. It is a limited access
area, not too adaptable to
vehicular traffic, he added.
Much of the ground is privately
owned, some is forest service
land. Newman suggests some
routes for those who like to hike
to the lakes.
Follow the main Rattlesnake
Road from Missoula to the locked
gate. Newman does not
recommend leaving a car in the
small parking area there for any
length of time. “It is better to
have someone drop you off and
pick you up later,” he said.
From the gate one can proceed
afoot about 14 miles to the lakes.
Some lakes, like McKinley,
Glacier, Sanders and Stuart
Peak contain ’’catchable mos
quitos, lots of wild flowers, and
no fish,” Newman said. Others,
like Little, Big and Sheridan
Lakes contain rainbow or cut
throat trout.
“No one should go into that
country without a map although
trails are well marked,” he said.
Maps can be obtained at the U.S.
Forest Service or Western
Cartography, 2005 South Avenue
West.
Agood two-day hike for scenic
beauty starts at Point Six. Follow
the ridge line across country to
Mosquito Peak, drop east into
Wrangle Creek or Spring Gulch
and out into Rattlesnake valley.
A good half-way stop on this hike
might be McKinley, Carter, or
Little Lakes, all of whteh have
acceptable overnight stops.
Presently these basins contain
about seven feet of snow. The
snow line is now at about 4500
feet. Usually the snowpack Is not
out until late June, he said.
A suggestion from Newman:
"remember you are on not only
Forest Service land but also on
private land. Use good trail
habits and pack out what you
pack in. Respect it as you would
any wilderness area.”
Conotane Gas 32.9

N ow Through Tuesday! W IL M A

CRAFT C O N O C O
“I don’t play accurately
—anybody can play ac
curately. As far as the
piano is concerned,
sentiment in my forte.
I keep science for life.”
—Oscar Wilde
“Gee, I wish I’d said
that.”—David Hunt
“You will, David, you
will.”—Fred McGlynn

P O S IT IV E L Y TH E MOST
HORRIFYING F IL M
EVER MADE

Across From the
Police Station

Used Vietnam
JUNGLE BOOTS

$4.95
A rm y -N a v y
E co n o m y S to re

The Piano on Records
All Available at David Hunt’s Record Store
Horowitz
Richter
Michelangeli
Ashkenazy
Bernstein
Lipatti
Moravec
Rubenstein
Aarau
Fats Waller
Lennie Tristano
Herbie Hancock
Errol Garner

DUE TOTHE
HORRIFYING SCENES
NOONE ADMITTED
WITHOUT A
"STOMACH DISTRESS" BAG

the first film
rated V*
for violence

ALL AGES ADMITTED / PARENTAL ESCORTS ENCOURAGED

Week Days at 7:00-8:50-10:20 p.m. Saturday at 5:007:00-8:50-10:20. Sunday at 12:00-1:40-3:30-5:20-7:00_________________________
8:50-10:20.

D A /D HUNTS
KOBDSTOBE
LI I V

HIGGINS M 9-5052 MISSOULA SANK BUILDING

322 N. Higgins

Coke
with
Float

254
YOU KEEP THE
GLASS

HansonIn CreamFactory
u»&mala*

Montana Power
owns Rattlesnake

AFTERNOONS — 10 A.M. TO 9 P.M.

In 1966 Montana Power Com
pany announced, that it had ac
quired practically all private
land holdings—about 23,000
acres—in the upper Rattlesnake
valley in order to "insure a pure
uncontaminated supply of
water” for Missoula.
In recent years, according to
UM forestry professor Richard
Konizeski, Montana Power has
apparently made little effort to
maintain their dams and have
drilled 23 high-yeld wells. This
has raised questions about the
necessity for prohibiting public
recreational use of the area
because of contamination,
Konizeski said.

251

501

$1

SCHOONERS HIGHBALLS PITCHERS
A
A
i
SIX PACK

Old Milwaukee

^TRADING POST

SAL00

S T A R T S T O D A Y ! 2 D A Y S O N LY !
Montana Premiere of the Most Realistic
“Horror” Film Ever . . .
and Sensational Companion Feature . . .

ONE OF THE RATTLESNAKE
LAKES, Some have fish—all are
beautiful. (Photo courtesy U.S.
Forest Service)

“ Thegreatest monster
since ‘KING KONG’”
- THE POST

H. O. BELL’S PRICES
for the
GRADUATE
1969 Mustang
302 V-8, auto, trans., p.s.,
bright red

$2195

1969 Karman Ghia
2-dr. sport coupe

$1795

1968 Toyota
2-dr., hard top, runs
almost as cheap as a
bicycle

$1095

1968 Mustang
V-8, California Special,
red and black

$1895

1967 Volks Square
Back Wagon

Terrific econ., with room

ir»

•spare'‘blue

$1195

Your Ford Dealer Serving
Western Montana
Over 57 Years

RATTLESNAKE CREEK tumbles from a series of lakes just north
of Missoula. (Photo courtesy U.S. Forest Service)

OUR REPUTATION IS
YOUR GUARANTEE

MISSOULA’S ONLY
FRANCHISE DEALER

BRAVO. BRANDO'S GODFATHER
— N ew Y ork T im es

THETEAR’SFIRSTREAUTSATISFYING, RI6 COMMERCIAL
AMERICANFILM. ONEOFTHEMOSTORIITALANDMOWING
CHRONICLESOFAMERICANLIFEETERDESIGNEDWITHIN
THELIMITS OFPOPULARENTERTAINMENT.”

BIG F O OT
S o u nd s & M us ic
a v a i l a b l e on
P a n o r a m a R e c o rd s

—Vincent Canby. New York Timet

The YAMAHAS are here! )p

T&W SPORTLAND ^
Sales - Service

Parts

Hwy 93 South at 39th St

“ASUPERIORWORKOFPOPULARENTERTAINMENT!
REMINDSUSOFTHEWANISHE0PLEASURESOFTHEOLDFASHIONEDGANGSTERM0TIES! WHATMOREC0UL0WE
'0SSI0LTWANTFROMAM0TIE?HOWOFTEN, THESEDATS
DOWESE—TRichard
ANYT
HINGLIKEALLTHAT?”
Schickel. Life Magazine
" ‘THEGODFATHER' IS AMOVIETHATSEEMSTOHAVE
EVERYTHING! WARMTH, VIOLENCE, NOSTALGIA, THE
CHARISMAOFMARLONBRANDOINONEOFHISBREST
PERFORMANCES, ANDTHEDYNASTICSWEEPOFAN
ITALIAN-AMERICAN’SOREWITHTHEWIND'!”
PlRAM
ODHlHCIUIltS
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CHRIS MITCHUM JOHN CARRADINE
J0I LANSING LINDSAY CROSBY
prooucer

TONY CARDOZA • director ROBERT F. SLATZER
ROBERT F. SIATZFR and JAMES GORDON WHITE

screenplay by

RHEASEDBYELLM
A
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COLOR
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FOX THEATRE

a

WFVEBOTAWHH!

OX Burger is
Now World Champ

Oxford on Higgins Ave.

\

—POLICY—
S H O W T IM E S —
★ M O N D A Y THRU THRUSDAY ................ 8 :0 0 P.M.

★

FRIDAY ...................................... 6:30-9:45 P.M.

★ SATURDAY ........................ 1 2 :0 0 -3 :1 5 -6 :3 0 -1 0 :0 0
★ SUNDAY ........................................... 1 :1 5-4 :30-8:00
A D M IS S IO N .......................................... W EEKDAYS $2 .0 0
★ FRIDAY-SATURDAY-SUNDAY ..................... $2 .2 5
_ _ P A S S UST SUSPENDED

OPEN 8:15 P.M.
Starts at Dusk

One Complete Show
“Creatures” Shows First

Eddie and Bob’s
Drive-In Theatre

GO W EST!
Highway 10 West

UM, Idaho, Weber are vying for All-Sports title
BOISE (AP) — Big Sky
Conference teams battle for
championships in four sports this
weekend and for an over-all
season award.
The all-sports trophy goes to
the school that rolls up the most
points in athletic competition
throughout the year.
Big Sky Conference Com
missioner John Roning said the
University of Idaho, which won
last fall’s football crown, leads in
the all-sports category going into
the final weekend.
The Vandals.could be edged out
by the University of Montana or
Weber State. If the Wildcats win
the conference golf cham
pionship and place well in the
three other sports finals or if the
UM Grizzlies take first in one of
the events the Vandals could be
dethroned.
The track, tennis and golf

championships are scheduled in
Boise, with the baseball tourney
in Ogden, Utah.
In the competition for the all
sports trophy, points are
awarded the schools on the basis
of their final standings in the
various sports.
First-place teams get 25points
in football and basketball;
second, 15; third, 10; fourth, 5,
and fifth, 2. In baseball and
track, first place is worth 15
points, second, 10; third, 6;
fourth, 3, and fifth, 1.
In cross country, tennis, wres
tling, golf, skiing and swimming,
10 points go for first place, seven
for second, four for third and one
for fourth.
With the weekend events still to
count, Idaho had 42 points, Mon
tana 39%, Weber State 32,
Boise State 27, Idaho State 26,
Northern Arizona 18%, Gonzaga

Bertelsen ends season as best hitter
Sophomore Tom Bertelsen,
centerfielder for the University
of Montana baseball team,
finished the season as the ’Tips
leading batter according to
statistics released yesterday,
with a league average of .400 for
12 games, and a season average
of .349.
Coach Pat Shannon rates
Bertelsen as one of the top out
fielders in the conference, and
pointed out that the young
centerfielder had only struck out
six times in the 25 games UM
played.
Dale Phillips, junior first
baseman, finished the season
with a batting average of .333
along with a .316 league mark,

and senior left-fielder Tim
Sampson ended the year with a
.303 season total.
Senior second baseman Mike
Mikota completed the year with a
.318conference average, but only
hit .273 overall.
The Grizzlies hit an anemic
.212 during conference action as
a team, while the pitching staff
allowed its opponents to smack
the ball at a .330 clip.
In addition to the lambasting
the pitching staff got from op
posing batters, it was victimized
by a team fielding percentage of
.887.
The overall team figures were
more respectable as the team hit
at a .231 clip for the season.

DIAM OND
SALE!

10 and Montana State 8.
Northern Arizona and Idaho
State are expected to battle for
first place in the track meet
with Idaho a potential threat.
Preliminaries are scheduled
for Friday evening with the finals
following on Saturday evening.
The meet will be run in the Boise
State College stadium.

Tennis squad w ill
see action today
Women tennis players from the
University of Montana end their
season as they leave for the
University of Oregon in Eugene
to compete in the NorthwestTennis Tournament which is
scheduled to run through Sun
day.
The UM team approaches this
tournament with a five-win, oneloss and two-tie season record in
Northwest competition.
Robi Bissell, with a 4-3 record,
will be seeded number one for the
weekend competition, and Con
nie Sadler, who is usually In the
number four seed, will play in the
number two spot. The UM
doubles team will be made up of
Susie Alley and Francie Marks.
The Alley-Marks duo hold a 5-2
season record.
All colleges and universities in
the Northwest are invited to
compete in the tournament.
Grizzly football history

and Cold Beer

In 1900 quarterback Lawrence
Heckler beefed up a Grizzly team
that averaged 140 pounds. Heckler
tipped the scales at 115.

HIGHWAY 93 SOUTH
543-6112

Student Discount

H A W A IIA N
L U A U
is C O M IN G
T h u rs ., M a y 25, 1972

$2.25 for adults
$1.15 for childern
MENU

Take your girl on
a date at

Bob Ward

• kal.ua pig
• SWEET AND SOUR
SPARERIBS
• LOMI LOMI SALMON
• CHICKEN LONG RICE
• FRESH FRUIT
• WHITE CAKE WITH
COCONUT ICING
• POI "
• HAUPIA
• SWEET POTATOES

Plus
•
•
•
•

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
SERVICE FROM 5-7 P.M.
ALL YOU CAN EAT
FRESH FLOWERS FLOWN
IN FROM HAWAII!

& SONS

(We are open evenings)

G O LD O A K B U FFET

F u rn itu re
Typew riters

Phone 542-2022

P orteble
O ffice

• L. C. Bliss, arctic and alpine
ecologist at the University of
Alberta at Edmonton, will talk
about the “Functioning of a High
Arctic Ecosystem” today at noon
in NS 307.
• Rocky Mountaineers of
Western Montana will have an
outing to Crown Point in the
Bitterroots Saturday. People
making the trip will meet at the
Western Federal Savings and
Loan Building, 2230 Brooks St.,
Saturday at 7a.m. For further in
formation call Bill Myers, 5493606.
• Questions about the new
constitution? Talk with Missoula
delegates Tuesday and Wednes
day from 10:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
in the UC Mall. Convention
President Leo Graybill will be in
the UC Mall from noon to 1 p.m.
Tuesday.
• John Talbot, publisher of The
Missoulian and a member of the
Mayor’s Advisory Committee for

Urban Improvement will talk on
“Panning Downtown Missoula:
A Progress Report” Tuesday at
12:10 p.m. in HS 207.
• The public may attend the
third annual Russian Club Ban
quet Sunday at 6:30 p.m. in the
Newman Center. Tickets may be
purchased in LA 312.
• Congressman Dick Shoup is
slated to speak at the University
Center Mall at noon Monday.
Alpha Kappa Psi, business
fraternity, is sponsoring a speech
by Shoup entitled “ En
vironmental Concern and
Economic Growth is the
Dilemma Faced by Young Mon
tanans” Monday at 3 p.m. in WC
215.
• Students interested in ap
plying for the Round River Ex
periment for the academic year
1972-73should stop at VC203 (9 to
noon) before May 26 to pick up /
application forms.
• Dr. Kristen Eik-Nes, profes

sor and chairman of the Division
of Biochemistry and Physiology
of Reproduction at the
University of Southern
California Medical School, will
present a seminar today, “Active
Androgens,” at 11 a.m. in UC
360A-B,
• The Indian Studies Program
needs tutors from all
departments of the University
and are able to pay $3an hour for
the service. Persons interested
can contact Jerry Belgarde or
Rudy Buckman at the Indian
Studies House, 730 Eddy.

|

THE C H A M P A G N E O F BEER

WesStranahan's

C alculators'
A dding M achines
P ho to co p iers

MISSOULA TYPEWRITER COMPANY

O ffico S upplies

5 3 1 S O U T H H IG G IN S
M IS S O U L A . M O N T A N A 5 9 8 0 1

Sales & Service
E lectric
Shaver Service

S m o oin f W *tt*O H M on ta n a S in e * 19 ^

Men’s Fast Pitch Softball
American League
4:15 p.m.
Student Association vs
Late Comers.................. Field House
5:30 p.m.
Hersney’s Squirts vs
Hot Dogs.......................... Field House
6:45 p.m.
Hugh-Jardons vs
Studs.................................Field House
Cosmic League
4:15 p.m.
SPE vs IPQS .................... Field House
Men’s Slow Pitch Softball
Ipswich League
5:30 p.m.
Hole-In-the-Wall-Gang vs
Living Hell....................... Music Field
6:45 p.m.
Zymurgy vs The Meat __ Music Field
Masked Moochers vs The
Miller Highlifes ...... Physical Plant
Jinx League
4:15 p.m.
Hard Bailers vs
Over-the-Hill-Gang ...... Music Field
5:30 p.m.
Bradford Beavers vs
Round River ............... Arthur Field
6:45 p.m.
Math Grads vs
Coprolites -........
Arthur Field
Neptune League
4:15 p.m.
Has Beens vs
Griff and Boys ....
Arthur Field
Platypus League
4:15 p.m.
Softballers III vs
UAWMF.......................Physical Plant
Soccer Schedule
8:00 pjn.
Golden Feet vs Sharon
Christina Lynn ......
Arthur Field
Regressions Returns In vs
IPQS ................
Music Field

HONDA
has
all

A L S O SEE

the
SL 125
$ 5 3 9 0 0

Honda Cycle Centre
2307 Stephens

|

I
Miller Hi*hLife
for 12 oz.
I 6 PAK 99< cans

S U M M E R IS H E R E
(WELL,

ALMOST)

GET READY FOR IT WITH:

W H IT E STAG-SPEEDO

W /ftfs £ to g -

Tank Suits and W arm -Ups

FRIDAY, SATURDAY

8

Midi
Mart

/ On 93 \
[ toward )
\BIue Mtn./

H IK IN G BOOTS

Gas
Midi Price .

3 2 ’C

OPEN 7-12 DAILY

.

Sjoeetfo

by Lowa and Uasque
From $23.95 to $56.00
HUNDREDS OF CAMPING AND BACKPACKING ACCESSORIES

Consult the professionals
for all your printing needs.

10-Speed “ M U N D O ” and “ A T A L A ”
Bikes in Stock $100
—EXPERT REPAIR ON ALL BIKES—

6-Man Rubber Rafts $59.95
4-M an Rubber Rafts $49.95
A D ID A S FLATS A N D BASEBALL SHOES

art eraft
printers
of missoula, inc.
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Today
• Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship, 7:30 p.m., Poop
Deck of The Ark.
Tomorrow
• UM Ski Club and Ski Team
kegger, 1 p.m., Field House
Monday
• Kyi-Yo Indian Club, 7 p.m.,
730 Eddy Ave.

intramurals
Today's Schedule
Umpire League
Men’s Slow Pitch Softball
1:45 p.m.
Licorice League
Reamers vs
4:15 pan.
Softballers I I _______ Arthur Field
Sundowners vs
Women’s Slow Pitch Softball
Water League
Dumpers-----------------Physical Plant
Medieval League
10:00 a.m.
4:15 pjn.
Olympia Trollops vs
Spaced Kadets vs Two-Dot
Camel’s Raiders .......... Arthur Field
American Legion_____ Arthur Field 11:00 a.m.
Chicken Chockers vs
Donners’ Dandies vs Montana’s
Late Comers----------------Music Field
Wonder Women______ Arthur Field
5:30 pjn.
Xerox League
Hugh-Jardon vs POA’s __Music Field
10:00 a.m.
THC vs Beavers ------ Physical Plant Hot Burritos vs
Jungle Fever__________Music Field
Neptune League
5:30 p.m.
Sunday’s Schedule
Men’s Fast Pitch Softball
Standard Deviations vs
American League
Pro-Socratics_______ ArthurField
5:30 p.m.
Women’s Slow Pitch Softball
Net Cong Indians vs
Xerox League
4:00 pjn.
Easy Bailers________ Physical Plant
The Carpetbaggers vs
Men’s Slow Pitch Softball
Federal League
Bed Wetters----------------------- FieldHouse
5:00 p.m.
3:00 pjn.
Circle K vs
The Reruns vs Betty
James Gang--------------Arthur Field
Crocker Batters ______ Field House
Onion League
Saturday’s Schedule
3:00 p.m.
Men’s Fast Pitch Softball
Law School 31 vs
American League
3:00 p.m.
Law III .......
Physical Plant
Netcong Indians vs
Pharmacy vs. Law II ..... Field House
Hugh Jardon----:-----------Music Field 4:15 p.m.
Domino League
Ebony Omega vs. Law I .... Field House
4:15 pjn.
Platypus League
Griff and Boys vs
4:15 p.m.
Dumpers-------------------- Music Field The Slobs vs
Groaning Bones,___ Physical Plant
Men’s Slow Pitch Softball
Neptune League
Umpire League
1:45 pjn.
3:00 p.m.
Has Beens vs
Softballers H vs
Teen Angels I I ------ Physical Plant
El Tah Tonkas............... Music Field
4:15 p.m.
Platypus League
3:00 p.m.
2nd New Flunkies Revival vs
Sigma Chi vs
Charlie Brown All-Stars.. Music Field
Groaning Bones______ Arthur Field
Monday’s Schedule

Manual &
E lectric

YOUR CAMPUS SPORTS SHOP
543-8311
500 N. Higgins

MONTANA SPORTS
1407 South Higgins
Phone 549-6611
Just a Few Blocks from Campus

FOR ALL YOUR

classified ads

A M E R IC A N

SUPPLIES FOR

H A N D IC R A FT S

THE FISHING
Classified advertising will be accepted Monday through Thursday, 9 am. to
4 pm. only and Friday 9 am. to 1 pm. Call 243-6541
(No change In copy in consecutive insertion)
If errors are made in advertisement, immediate notice must be given the
Montan Kalmin since it is responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
First insertion (5 words per line) ---------------- >----- --------------------

SEASON
S p o r ts m a n S u rp lu s

NEW LOCATION
93 Strip—3203 Brooks

Tremper Shopping Center

Macrame - Decoupage

Consecutive insertions — ------- —------------------------------------------- 1®*

1. Lost and Found
LOST: black wallet. ID. Steve Chiovaro. Return to Kaimin business of
fice, reward.________
S1-4C
LOST: female Brittany spaniel, in upper Rattlesnake. White and orange.
543-8090._________ ________
LOST: boy’s brown 10-speed Schwinn.
CaU 543-4985.________________91-5c
LOST: one pinkish brown, smooth
leather wallet. Please return I.D.’s to
Kaimin office. J206.__________ 92-2f
LOST: cassette recorder and research
data stolen from Bird Mammal mu
seum. Recorded research data is des
perately needed. Please return, no
questions asked. Return to Bird
Mammal museum.____________ 92-2c
LOST: set of car keys with plastic
fluorescent strip. Turn into Kaimin
office._______________________ 92-2c

LOST: a black wallet, three fold. 5495004, Jeff Miller.___________ 93-5c
LOST: brown leather 3-ring folder
filled with crucial notes. Also, key
ring with tiny key on ring and three
other crucial keys. Return to D. McNamer at Kaimin office or call 2435094._________________

93-3C

FOUND: a pair of glasses in case with
the name Chris Switzer, Billings, on
the frame. Pick up at Kaimin office.

3. Personals ________________
PREGNANCY Referral Service. Monday
thru Friday, 4:30 to 6:30 pm. 243-6171.
________
70-tfc
WEDDING in your future? Call Mrs*.
Olson for all your supplies; invita
tions, napkins, cakes and any sewing.
543-4443.___________________ 74-tfc
VOLKS OWNERS: fast, reasonably
priced, completely guaranteed Volkswagon repair and service. Bug power
at University Gulf, 5th and Higgins.
STRINGS AND THINGS: weaving, stitchery, crocheting. Made to order,
722 S. Higgins next to Roxy Theatre.________________
85-9c
THE WHOLE EARTH has handmade
Mexican shawls, rugs, purses and
sashes. 135 W. Main. Sisel and nylon
hammocks too. The prices are as
good as you bargain for them. 88-6c
ROCK CLIMBING SEMINARS: includes
from beginning to technical air climb
ing available during summer. For in
formation write or call Robert Mad
sen, 1509 River Road No. 8, 549-0633
after 5 p.m.________________ 88-9c
THE WHOLE EARTH has lots of san
dals for both men and women. 135
W. Main. Woven leather uppers and
tire tread bottoms and we bargain
on the prices.________
S8-6c
WOVEN LEATHER DUCK: weaving,
leather made to order. 722 S. Higgins,
next to Roxy theater.________ 88-6c
McGOVERN CAMPAIGN w o r k e r s
needed for Missoula. 543-3966. 90-9c
THREE FREE KITTENS, seven-weeksold. Box trained, excellent coloring,
very healthy. Call 728-4088 or see at
202 S. 4th E.________________90-4c
DO YOU like your Swiss watch? How
about a Swiss sewing machine for
raduation. Bernina Sewing Machine
ales, 543-6563.______________ 90-4c
FREE KITTENS, box trained. 728-2826
after 5.____________________ 91-5c
WHOEVER stole my bike from 2017 S.
9 W. had better leave town, because
I’m still looking for you.______ 92-2p
REMEMBER? Transportation ads are
free until the end of the quarter.
92-2f
BUTTERFLY HERBS. 515 S. Higgins.
728-9074. Now in stock 24 different
teas._______________________93-5c
CRYSTAL THEATRE, 515 S. Higgins.
728-9074, will be showing The Wild
Ones, Marlon Brando, 8 and 9:30 p.m.
Friday, Saturday and Sunday. 93-lc
INTERESTED in the Constitution you
might be living under the rest of your
life? Come talk with Missoula ConCon delegates Tuesday and Wednes
day, May 23 and 24, 10:30 till 2:30, UC
Mall.______________________ 93-2c
IRWIN: God shall never send a gift
more perfect than a friend. Love always, Judy._________________93-lc
LEROY: why not try to recycle some
of that gold that comes out of your
93-lc
mouth?_________
WHEN DOES People Week start? 93-lc

g

6. Typing
TYPING. Experienced, reasonable rates.
549-7282.___________________ 70-tfc
ELECTRIC typing — fast, accurate, experienced. 549-5236.__________70-tfc
FAST, accurate typing. 549-4266. tfc
EXPERT TYPING. 728-1686.
88-6c
EXPERIENCED TYPING. Phone 5497860.
88-llc
TYPING: 549-6738.____
91-9c
IF YOU NEED typing done, I’d be glad
to do it at reasonable r$tes. Immediately and accurately, 728-4045. 92-3c
EXPERIENCED typing and editing.
542-2047.
____
92-9c

8. Help Wanted
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT: National
Corporation will hire 20 male students
for manager training program. Work
in Montana or any of seven West
ern states. Make more than you ever
dreamed possible. Send name, ad
dress, phone number to Summer Em
ployment, P.O. Box 725, Provo, Utah.
___________________________ 68-tfc
PERSONS of various occupations re
garding N. American and overseas
opportunities, up to $2,600 monthly.
For complete information write to
Job Research, Box 1253 Sta-A, To
ronto, Ontario. Enclose $5 to cover
cost.______________________ 74-21c
WANTED: married University couple
to do janitorial work in physicians’
office in exchange for apartment and
salary. Send applications with refer
ences to 1227 S. Higgins Ave., Mis
soula.
90-4c

WANTED: director of outdoor recrea
tion program. Pick up application in
room 105 University Center. Must
be a student having wilderness
knowledge and skills. Lots of work,
low pay. Applications due Friday,
May 19.____________________ 90-4c
NEED long haired models for long hair
competition, for the top stylists in
the Northwest. Competition will be
held June 11, Sunday. Call Man’s
World, 543-4711. Call immediately.
______________ 91-3c
HOUSEKEEPER WANTED: must be
capable of cooking and caring for two
children, 6 and 8. Must live in, have
own room. Suitable salary plus all
expenses. Write V. C. Tintinger, box
69, Frenchtown._____________ 93-5c

10. Transportation
ALL ADS for transportation are free
until the end of the quarter!______
RIDERS NEEDED to Bainvllle area.
Will return for summer school. 2435531 days, 728-2041 nights._____ 91-9c
NEED RIDE to Cleveland, Ohio or vi
cinity at end of quarter. Will share.
Dan, 951 Rimini Court or 728-9339.
________________ 91-9f
WANT RIDE to Western South Dakota
June 19-22. 543-4572._________ 92-tfc
NEED RIDE to Philadelphia or vicinity
on June 3 or 4. Mike, 243-4576. 92-tfc
RIDE WANTED to San Francisco area
around June 1. 543-7135._____ 92-tfc
NEED RIDE to Seattle June 1. 7283057.______________________ 92-tfc
RIDE NEEDED to Helena this Friday,
May 26. 543-3623._____________ 92-3
RIDE NEEDED to Miles City or Billings
Friday, May 26. 543-3623_______ 9263
RIDE NEEDED to Philadelphia area.
Can leave May 28. 728-4044. 92-tfc
GIRL NEEDS ride to L.A. after finals.
Sally, 728-4655.______________ 92-tfc
TWO NEED ride to St. Louis. Will take
Chicago or K.C. Will share, etc.
Leaving June 26 or 27. 243-4757. 92-tfc
NEED RIDERS to Bozeman on May 19.
CaU Bill, 243-4315.___________ 92-2c
RIDE NEEDED to Southern Oregon for
one. Will share, etc. 728-1743. Can
leave June 6._______________ 92-tfc
NEED RIDE to Oklahoma end of quarter. Share, etc. Steve, 243-2508. 92-tfc
SEATTLE GIRL needs ride home. Can
leave Thursday, will share. 549-8529.
93-tfc
NEED RIDE to Miami. Call 728-3828.
______
93-tfc
RIDE NEEDED to Philadelphia. Call
728-3828.___________________ 93-tfc
RIDE NEEDED to New York area after
finals. Will share, etc. 543-4282. 93-tfc
FOREIGN STUDENT needs ride to New
York City or general area end of
quarter. 243-4016.
93-tfc
RIDER WANTED to Boston area. Must
be wUling to pay half of expenses.
728-2254.___________________ 93-tfc
NEED RIDE to L.A. end of quarter.
Will pay expenses and help drive.
Bruce, 243-4208._____________ 93-tfc

16. Automobiles for Sale
RARE UNIT, 1968 V.W. double cab
pickup. Like new, white with tan in
terior, factory tarp/bows. FM radio.
549-9248 after 5:30.___________86-6c
1969 RENAULT R-16. Must sell, going
abroad. No reasonable offer refused.
549-2237 or see at 125 Jefferson. 90-4c
1964 VW. Runs exceUent. 549-3426. 90-4c
1964 CATALINA. Air conditioning, au
tomatic power steering, excellent
condition. 728-4943.___________ 90-3c
1961 COMET, $100 or best offer. 5492978._______________________91-3c
1955 PLYMOUTH: best car I ever had!
Stick overdrive, extras, everything
works, good tires. 1029 Edith. 91-3p
1969 VW BUG. Extractor, wheels, radials: diagnostic test to prove excellent
condition. See at 1120 Gerald or 5434131 and ask for Hans._______ 91-2c
GREEN 1951 Chevrolet, 8120. Good
summer, winter and gas. 728-9083 after
_7._________________________ 92-3c
1965 RAMBLER CLASSIC. Excellent
condition. 728-9523 after 5:30. 92-tfc
1965 VOLKSWAGEN BUS. New motor,
Michelin tires, $950. 507 S. 3rd W.
evenings.___________________92-6p
1968 DODGE van. Good condition, great
for camping. Call Doug, 243-4140.
_______________
92-2c
1966 SUNBEAM Alpine convertible
hardtop. Wire wheels, excellent con
dition. Call Steve, 549-9800, evenings.
___________________________ 93-5c

17. Clothing
ALTERATIONS and mending, Mrs. Carabas, 305 Connell Ave.______ 70-tfc
SPECIALIZE in men’s and women’s al
terations. Work guaranteed. 543-8184.
___________________________ 66-tfc

18. Miscellaneous
BEAT THE HEAT (summer) at Fred
dy's Feed and Read. Cold 6-packs of
Rheinlander, 90 cents. Ice cream,
popsicles and all kinds of cooling
treats, fresh fruits and vegetables.
Lots of books on organic gardening.
____________________________91-3c
EDITING, proofing. Expedience with
reports, proposals, theses, manu
scripts. Will edit for mechanics and
content. Call Nancy, 243-5543 weekdays, 549-9783 evenings._______ 92-5c
FATHER’S DAY pictures. Call 5498379._______________________93-lc
THE MAKINGS of the best wine you’ve
tasted may be growing in your front
yard. We have Dandelion wine recipes
and supplies. Also, a new shipment of
grape concentrate. For complete wine
and beer making supplies, The Wine
ry, 93 strip across from the Heidelhaus.
93-lc

19. Wanted to Buy
COLLEGE TEXTBOOKS: new or used,
hardcover or paperback. Book Bank,
540 Daly.
74-tfc

20. Want to Rent
WANT TO RENT—one bedroom apart
ment for first half of summer ses
sion by visiting professor. Notify
Chris Leach 243-5543._________87-7c
THIRTY-YEAR-OLD high school counselor wants to rent apartment, small
house, or trailer for summer. Must
allow pets. Contact Ruthann Hartsog, 205 South Crystal, Butte, Montana, 792-8853. _____________ 87-8c
MARRIED STUDENT needs house near
University beginning June 15. 5491055._____
90-4c
WILL PAY a $25 finder’s fee to anyone
who will direct us to a clean, com
fortable two bedroom house or apart
ment close to University. Must rent
for $125 or less. Will sign a lease. Call
728-2987 after 5.______________91-5c
COUPLE WISHES to sublet apartment
for summer. Call 549-6807, 243-2008.
____________________________ 93-5c
WANTED: furnished housing for the
Atlanta String quartet and their fami
lies from June 16 to July 8. Two
couples without children and one cou
ple with children. Call 728-4294 or
243-5371.
________________ 93-5c

21. For Sale
GRUMMAN CANOES. 549-9437. 801 E.
Front._____________________82-16c
COMBINATION portable AM-FM Sony
radio cassette recorder. Norelco cassette 728-1686._______________ 88-6c
THREE USED SEWING machines: Kenmore with cabinet, $75. Penney’s with
table, $50, Montgomery Ward port
able. $30. Bernina Sewing Machine
Sales. 543-6563.______________ 90-4c
TWENTY-SEVEN foot Roadrunner
Travel Trailer. Completely self contained, $2,795. 543-4859.________90-4c
PORTABLE CASSETTE tapeplayer and
recorder. Like new, battery operated.
243-6541.___________________ 92-tfc
UM STUDENTS: here is the perfect
opportunity to build on equity in
your home while attending the Uni
versity. The rent you receive from
the basement apartment will help
your house payment. This is a sharp
little one bedroom house with a
fireplace, aluminum siding and oth
er extras. $17,700. Call Steinbrenner
Agency today at 728-9410.
92-4c
FIRE SALE: former Theta Chi home,
three lots on a choice corner, two
blocks from campus, excellent build
ing site, $10,000. Call Steinbrenner
Agency today at 728*941092-4c
AKC SPRINGER Spaniel pups, liver
and white. $45 and $60. call -5420063._________
93-lc
BENCH and Jig Saws, snowblower, ski
boots. 1104 Monroe. 549-8447. . 93-2c
MARSHALL amplifier, guitar, speakers,
etc. Rare dishes, original paintings.
Spanish coffee table and table chest.
1104 Monroe. 549-8447._________93-2c

Be. as beautiful as
b o th e r Nature/...
w ear clothes -from

M

it out at

SUPER SPRING SALE

22. For Rent
THREE BEDROOM 12 x 64 mobile
home for rent. Located in luxury
park with swimming pool. 549-3131
or write S&H Mobile Homes, Highway 10 West of Missoula._____ 81-tfc
HOUSE TO BE SUBLET for summer.
Three blocks from campus, utilities
paid, two bedrooms, cable T.V. 5495875.______________________ 88-10c
TWO BEDROOM TRAILER house to
rent for summer. Girls only. $110
monthly plus utilities. 543-4303. 9l-3c
ROOMMATE WANTED for large two
bedroom apartment with swimming
pool for summer or longer. Call 7281543 5-7 p.m.________________ 91-3c
NEED ONE GIRL roommate for sum
mer to share big house. Three blocks
from campus, $47 monthly. Call 7289339._______________________ 91-9f
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share
large apartment this summer. Own
bedroom, short walk from campus.
Call 543-6496 after 5 p.m._____ 92-2c
ONE BEDROOM of two bedroom apart
ment available in June. Partly fur
nished, $40 plus utilities. 549-7435.
92-2c

27. Bicycles
10-SPEED Schwinn, $90. Excellent con
dition. 819 Orphir Crt. Married Stu
dent Housing.
90-4f
1970 BROWN VARSITY 10-speed for $75.
Ridden by little old lady for Sunday
church. Call 728-9339, ask for Kathy.
91-3f
TWENTY-SIX INCH 3-speed bike. $30.
Contact Greg at the Drama Dept.
91-3c
-_______
3-SPEED SCHWINN, like new. $35. 7289134._______________________91-3c
1972 SCHWINN 10-speed, three months
old, $85. 549-5364.___________ 92-3p
1972 24" 10-SPEED Schwinn Suburban.
Low mileage. 728-3847, ask for Mack.
93-5c

Pool Cues

25% off
Ping-Pong Paddles
10%

o ff

UM
RECREATION CENTER

E le c t
H 0VEN

28. Motorcycles
SUPER BIKES: 1972 Honda 500 and 750
Honda. 750 Kawasaki. All new. 5436505 after 5 p.m.____________68-tfc
1968 HONDA 450 CL. Low mileage. 2586056 after 5.________________ 90-4c
1970 SL-350 red Honda. Low mileage,
excellent condition, helmet included.
See this wonderful machine at 513
South 1st West, upstairs.______ 91-5f
650 TRIUMPH 1970. Mint condition, low
mileage, must sell. 728-9189,____ 92-8c
800 C.C. YAMAHA, best offer. 2435008.
93-3p
1970 SUZUKI 250 c.c. Savage. 3,050
miles, good shape. Must sell soon.
243-6541 or 728-2358.__________ 93-5C

31. Head and Body Care
TIRED OF that fuzzy, creepy unkempt
look? Spring is the time to get
spruced up! The Man’s World 2110
Brooks, caters to you, the individu
al. Keep all your hair and still look
great.
86-12c

JU D G E
- - - Three terms District Judge
- - - Three terms County Attorney
- - - Admitted to practice in U.S. and Montana
Supreme Courts; U.S. District Court
of Montana
- - - Navy Air Force Pilot, WWII

